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10 Advantages to Taking Online Classes . In addition, many colleges and universities accept credits earned via free
massive open online courses (MOOCs ).

This process permits degree candidates to take assessments away from campus, and also provides schools with
confidence that students honestly earned their grades. The trend is an outgrowth of colleges making more
frequent use of computer technology in undergraduate degree-granting programs or to earn master's degrees in
business administration or in engineering at schools like Harvard and Duke. Weekly readings and course
lectures surface in both delivery methods, supplying on-campus and distance learners with solid course
information. In a class entitled "The History of Western Civilization" offered at Boise State University in
Idaho, in between wide-ranging dialogue about whether the Roman Emperor Augustus truly believed in the
republic," one student breaks in: "Hey ya'll get off the Web and turn on old-fashioned cable TV. This detail
means that any accredited online program meets the same standards as accredited on-campus options. Another
option involves using online proctoring services that monitor students as they work. In addition to the
convenience and the cost, a large number of students are turning to online learning courses because they have
become a better way to learn. Straying from this path could constitute failure to make academic progress, and
you may have trouble securing financial aid. But now students who are not enrolled full time in such
universities, and those who live far away from a particular university, can take their pick of a plethora of
courses without ever setting foot on those campuses, if they have access to the Internet or the World Wide
Web. Lower total costs: Online programs prove a more affordable option than traditional colleges. Professors
may provide feedback to the student through comments or email when using this LMS. Career advancement:
Students can take online courses and even complete entire degrees while working, while in-between jobs, or
while taking time to raise a family. More comfortable learning environment: Commercials that feature online
students studying in their pajamas only skims the surface of one of the benefits of online education: no
physical class sessions. More frequent assessments can reduce distractions One of the great things about
online courses is that assessment can become more of an ongoing process. Students listen to lectures and
complete assignments sent to them electronically, with no need to fight traffic, leave work early for class, or
miss important family time. Some schools even offer students free laptops or iPads. Lack of accreditation and
low quality Before you enroll in any online course, check that the program is accredited and verify this
information with the accrediting agency. In a physical classroom, a lecture can last an hour and a half. The
previously mentioned flexibility of online programs enable students to keep working while also pursuing
academic credentials. Some colleges are offering classes that are a combination of on-line dialogues,
videotaped lectures and in-class work that, of course, require being on campus. Learners submit course
assignments through LMS by posting on discussion forums and submitting tasks through applicable links.
However, if you are pursuing an entire degree online, you will need to be proactive in finding the information
you need to ensure that you are taking the right classes for your degree plan. Rather than miss important class
sessions, students in online courses can always "attend" by participating in discussion boards or chat sessions,
turning in their work on time, and watching lectures or reading materials. The current challenges facing
traditional colleges and universities â€” including higher tuition, budget cuts, and course shortages â€” cause
many students to search for alternatives. Synchronous courses, however, require scheduled attendance through
online chats or conferencing. Online courses are easily accessible on much smaller budgets. Little or no
face-to-face interaction While this may seem obvious, students have a tendency to underestimate the impact of
never meeting the instructor and other students in the class. All of these benefits help students balance work
and family commitments with their education. Required coursework remains similar between traditional and
online courses, with students completing exams, papers, presentations, quizzes, and projects in either format.
Common LMS include Blackboard, Canvas, and Moodle, which provide accessible exchange of information
between professors and students. If the learner exhibits any behavior that indicates cheating, the service may
alert the school. When weighing the pros and cons of online classes, students can take comfort in the solid
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education virtual learning delivers. Despite the potential pitfalls, the vast majority of people are satisfied with
their online education and happy that they chose it over traditional classroom education. Legitimate schools,
from established universities to newer online colleges, are proud of their status with accrediting agencies, and
agencies are happy to accredit good schools. Like all her classmates -- and the professor -- this student was not
in a classroom. Here is a sampling of colleges or universities that offer on-line continuing-education classes.
The selection of courses is mind-boggling. A peek at some on-line classes shows that serious discussions are
taking place in a format that requires students to carefully articulate their thoughts as they write them into
cyberspace for classmates to see. Department of Education's website to determine accreditation status.


